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Abstract: This paper presents a circuit for low power Radix-4, 32 × 32 bit multiplier with an improved
performance. The proposed design overcomes the drawbacks of the earlier multipliers by using Hybrid-CMOS
Logic style and CMOS transmission gate and CMOS NAND and NOT Gate based circuits and a novel D Flip
Flop to perform all the operations. The proposed multiplier is compared with existing multipliers. Based on the
simulation results, overall reduction of 15.3% in PDP, 7.97% in power consumption and 7.96% in critical path
delay is observed for 32 bit multiplier.
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INTRODUCTION Initially power consumption of functional units of

Demand for increasingly portable yet high computation. A multiplier [4] extended the carry free
performance multimedia and communication products approach to generate product for  data  with  large
imposes stringent constraints on the power consumption dynamic range. This helped in reducing glitches and thus
of internal circuits. Among them the multipliers perform save power. A low power multiplier [5] designed to
one of the most frequently encountered arithmetic minimize switching activities of partial products is
operations in digital signal processors for embedded proposed. Glitch power  minimization  [6]  by  selective
applications. Reduction in power consumption of gate  freezing  is  used  to reduce switching activity.
multiplier circuit thus is desired. There-after, circuit-block switch-off scheme [7] was

Multiplication process consists of the following proposed for fast power efficient multiplier. A low power
major steps: 1) recoding and generating partial products a carry free array multiplier [8, 9] that uses a left to right
2) reducing the partial products by partial product leapfrog (LRLF) structure, an upper/lower splitting
reduction schemes 3) adding the remaining rows of partial structure, using on the fly conversion [10] in parallel with
products by using a carry propagate adder to obtain the the linear reduction is proposed. Column bypassing
final product. A number of techniques have been technique [11] is proposed for improving speed. A multi
developed to reduce power consumption by improving precision Dynamic Voltage scaling Multiplier [12] with
these steps. operands Scheduler aggressively reduces power

Performance comparison review of 32 bit multiplier consumption and is meant for error tolerant applications.
designs [1, 2] helps in focussing on improving the partial A CMOS multiplier using Complementary Pass-Transistor
products generation in the modified booth  algorithm. Logic [13] is proposed. Circuit techniques were developed
This leads to improvement in delay and power in [14] and these include the use of CMOS to give low
consumption. Considerable research work focuses on power and high performance and the use of new
approaches that use  modified  algorithms,  architectures complementary pass transistor logic-transmission gate full
to reduce power consumption. A lot of effort  has  been adder. A low power multiplier with the spurious power
put into reducing spurious switching activity by suppression techniques [15] and a low-power low-area
balancing internal paths by  a  combination of multiplier based on shift and add architecture [16] are
architectural and transistor level optimisation techniques. developed.

multipliers [3] was minimized by partially guarded
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Fig. 1: Partial Product Generator

Multiplier [17] uses a regular partial product array proposed. A proposed multiplier [10] implemented
using Modified Booth algorithm to reduce power multiply-accumulate operation in multiplication time to
consumption, while a shift add multiplication approach perform multiplication at a faster rate. Another multiplier
[18] is applied to obtain a low voltage micro power [28] meant for applications where approximate results can
asynchronous multiplier  though  at  the  cost  of  speed. be tolerated uses "on the fly rounding". Dynamic power
A high speed word level finite field Multiplier [19] in F reduction is also achieved by monitoring the effective2

m

using redundant representation meant for low precision dynamic range of the input operands so as to disable
multiplication applications and a ROM based logic design unused sections of the multiplier and/or truncate the
for low power 16 bit multiplier [20] is proposed for high output product at the cost of reduced precision. Such a
precision applications. A new VLSI architecture of parallel method can be used in sensor applications and artificial
multiplier accumulator based on radix-2 Modified Booth neural networks where operations in lower precisions are
Algorithm [21] improves speed and power consumption. most frequently required.
Algorithm, structure and circuits were analysed [22] and The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section
sign generation and 4-2 compressors used to minimise II presents the proposed 8 × 8 bit multiplier with its
switching activities. An efficient sign extension scheme functionality. Section III compares the proposed 8 × 8 bit
[23] to process the sign bits by allowing the multiplier to multiplier with architectures proposed earlier [13-15].
bypass processing sign extensions to reduce power Finally, conclusions are drawn in section IV.
consumption was proposed. A reorganised booth
encoded carry save adder array [24] was implemented to The Proposed Multiplier: The proposed multiplier uses
reduce power consumption in the multiplier. Modified the radix - 4 booth algorithm to perform 32 × 32 bit
radix - 4 Booth encoders [25] to generate partial products multiplication. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the
that are summed by counters in an array with reducing booth multiplier. It consists of carry propagate adder with
sum and carry vectors was developed that reduced power carry look ahead generator, a mechanism to generate
consumption in the multiplier. partial products and a register to hold the final product. 

A multiplier [26] that employed a bottom up temporal
tilting approach is used to design a leapfrog array to Partial Product Generation: A register holds the
minimise spurious transitions and thus  save  power. multiplicand and is part of the partial products generator.
Power aware scalable pipelined booth multiplier [27] is The   partial    product    generator    generates   the  partial
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Fig. 2: Obtaining X , X  and X  from register with multiplier bitsA B C

Fig. 3: Partial Product Add Zero and Subtract Zero block  diagram  of  the  partial  products  generator.
Selector Signals X , X , X  are the least significant bits in the

Fig. 4: Shift Register Selector generation of these bits. Fig. 6 shows the structure of the

Table 1: Booth Multiplier Scheme
SELECT LINE (Encoding) PARTIAL PRODUCTS (Operations)
000  Add Zero
001  Add Multiplicand
010  Add Multiplicand
011  Add 2*Multiplicand
100  Subtract 2*Multiplicand
101  Subtract Multiplicand
110  Subtract Multiplicand
111  Subtract Zero

products and it consists of a shift left register, an array of
XOR gates, two arrays of NAND gates, shift register
selector and partial product add zero selector and subtract
zero selector. The input to shift register selector, add zero
selector and subtract zero selector are X , X  and X  andA B C

they are obtained from the multiplier bits. The manner in
which the bits X , X  and X  are obtained is shown in theA B C

Fig 2 below.
Table I below shows the radix - 4 booth recoding

scheme and gives the partial products with the
corresponding select lines.

Radix - 4 Booth Multiplier Scheme: Fig. 3 shows the

A B C

universal shift register. These signals form the select lines
of the partial products generator. The multiplicand is
represented by (mc).

The eight bit multiplicand is shifted left whenever the
partial product is to be doubled based on the select line
encoding. When shift register selector output is one
multiplicand is shifted left. Array of XOR gates inverts the
multiplicand whenever X  is one. The AND gate array isA

used to give a zero output whenever partial product zero
selector's output is one. Finally the partial product is
obtained as the output of AND gate array. The select line
encoding is obtained from the multiplier.

Fig 4 shows the structure of the partial product zero
selector. The inputs X , X  and X  are derived from theA B C

register that holds the multiplier. Fig. 5 shows the

shift register selector. The same inputs X , X  and X  thatA B C

are applied to partial product zero selector are also given
to the shift register selector. The circuit of these two
selectors are obtained from the Radix - 4 Booth Multiplier
scheme given in Table I.

The Addition Process: Addition process is achieved with
the help of carry propagate adder and look ahead carry
generator.
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Fig. 5: Structure of Proposed Multiplier
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Fig. 6: Partial Product Addition Scheme

Fig. 7: Addition of first two Partial Products

C  = input carry Sum: S  = P  XOR C  and0

C  = G  + P C  ; C  = G  + P G  + P P C Carry: C  = G  + P C1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 0

C  = G  + P G  + P P G  + P P P C3 2 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 0 0

C  = G  + P C  ; C  = G  + P G  + P P C The XNOR circuit [29]  using  transmission  gates4 3 3 3 5 4 4 3 4 3 3

C  = G  + P G  + P P G  + P P P C only followed by an inverter is used to generate the sum.6 5 5 4 5 4 3 5 4 3 3

C  = G  + P C  ; C  = G  + P G  + P P C To perform the multiplication process the three-three bits7 6 6 6 8 7 7 6 7 6 6

C  = G  + P G  + P P G  + P P of the multiplier are used to generate partial product from9 8 8 7 8 7 6 8 7

where P  = A   +  B   (carry  propagate)  and  G   =  A B Fig. 8 shows that a zero is appended as an LSB to thei i i i i i

(carry generate). The sum and carry are generated using multiplier. Then partial products are generated as
the expressions given below. explained   earlier.   Curly   braces   indicate  generation  of

i i i

i+1 i i i

the multiplicand. Fig. 7 shows this scheme.
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Fig. 8: Multiplication Results

X , X  and X . Eight rows of partial products generated product array are thus avoided. Hence a lot of saving inA B C

using partial product generator are shown. In general terms of number of gates results which in turn saves
there will be (n)/2 partial products, where 'n' is the operand crucial power. The red lines indicate that the first two
length. These bits are then added to get the final product. LSBs of adder are sent directly to the output. The carry

The Overall Multiplication Process: Fig. 5 gives the generation of the partial product. For the addition of X
overall structure of the 16 bit multiplier. The output of the modification of first seventeen bit adder is done as shown
partial product generator is given to seventeen bit adder. in Fig. 7.  An 8 bit multiplier has a 9 bit partial product, a
The first two LSBs do not form part of the addition 16 bit multiplier has a 17 bit partial product and a 32 bit
process and go directly to the output. The MSB of the multiplier has a 33 bit partial product.
first partial product generator is given as the last two
input bits to the adder. This performs the sign extension RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
process. Fig. 6 explains the requirement of this sign
extension in the signed multiplication process. The proposed multiplier is verified by means of

Fig 8 is used to demonstrate the signed multiplication Tanner version 13.0 using 0.18 m technology. The circuit
process using an example. The dashed block at the MSB is simulated at a power supply of 1.8V and a frequency of
of the seventeen bit adder indicates the sign extension 250MHz. The energy consumption of the proposed
process wherein the MSB of the previous adder is given multiplier is less as compared to the earlier reported
to the last three MSBs to the next seventeen bit adder. multipliers. The 8 bit, 16 bit and 32 bit multiplier are
This can be done because output from carry look-ahead designed and simulated. The simulation results show an
adder is from an inverter. The high drive capability of improvement of in power consumption and critical path
inverter enables the sign extension process. The extra delay over the earlier reported multipliers. The percentage
gates that are employed so as to generate a regular partial improvement is shown in the Table III below.

input to each adder is the corresponding X  used for theA

A0
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Table II: Performance comparison with the existing multipliers
n Multiplier Name Power (mW) Delay (ns) %  (Power) %  (Delay)

Proposed 0.450 3.49 7.97 8.39
Kuang et al. [30] 0.489 3.81 20.5 4.27

8 Yeh et al. [31] 0.615 3.98 6.81 2.92
Kang et al. [32] 0.660 4.10 - -
Proposed 2.80 5.1 8.4 8.9
Kuang et al. [30] 3.06 5.6 12.8 0

16 Yeh et al. [31] 3.51 5.6 -0.86 1.7
Kang et al. [32] 3.48 5.7 - -
Proposed 15.46 6.12 7.97 7.96
Kuang et al. [30] 16.80 6.65 0.77 0.598

32 Yeh et al. [31] 16.93 6.69 9.23 1.32
Kang et al. [32] 18.65 6.78 - -

Table III: % improvement in Power Delay Product 
n Multiplier Name PDP (10 ) % PDP Change-12

8 Proposed 1.57 15.6
Kuang et al. [30] 1.86 24.1
Yeh et al. [31] 2.45 9.5
Kang et al. [32] 2.71 -

16 Proposed 14.3 18.1
Kuang et al. [30] 17.1 13.2
Yeh et al. [31] 19.7 0.5
Kang et al. [32] 19.8 -

32 Proposed 094.60 15.3
Kuang et al. [30] 111.72 1.36
Yeh et al. [31] 113.26 10.4
Kang et al. [32] 126.45 -

CONCLUSION interconnections, eliminating a large number of

Table II above  presents  the  comparison  between and propagation the reduction in power has been
the  existing  multipliers  and  the  proposed  multiplier. achieved.
The improvement is due to a number of factors.
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